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PRESIDENT DISPATCHED
By The Editor

Compatriots,
It has come to our attention that yet
again, another Chapter President Juan
Flakhead, accepted an invitation to duel
with the Piedmont Chapter’s President,
and now our position is once again open.
Future Presidents are requested to not
accept invitations to duel and kick the
bucket, until after their TERM has expired.
Presidential candidate Khris Rust-o

ROBERT FORSYTH PAST-PRESIDENT
ARRESTED FOR FLAG DESECRATION.
By the Editor.

wants to remind everyone that his
campain promis of an ale in every pot
will be once again offered at the Drunken
Lady Saloon on 5th avenue, where he last
attempted to buy votes. Here’s hoping
fur a better go this round.
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Alan Greenby, member of the Robert Forsyth Chatper was arrested
by the County Sherriff for the desecration and burning of over 2,000
flags. Department officials gave no indication as to when or how
much bail would set for. “We get the occasional protester who wants
to burn a flag on the steps of the courtyard, but this guy…….like, he
had thousands of them,” one deputy was reported to stutter. “Tried
to hide the evidence with the local funeral director, but we caught
him red handed taken them out of the bin down at the Home Depot.”

ROBERT FORSYTH
CHAPTER
LOOKING FOR A
NEW HOME
By the Editor.

Once again the Robert Forsyth Chapter is looking for a new meeting
place, after three quarters of the membership became ill at the
Westside Dive Café. “It had to be the oysters,” claimed Emule Dexter from behind the closed restroom door. “They said they was fresh
from the Mountains, but I always thought they suppose to came from
the ocean.” Gorge Thrummand, cuisine expert and general “Man
about Town” was selected 2 fine a new meeting spot. “Blue Plate
Specials” was the #1 request for menu items from the membership.
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SERGEANT OF ARMS STILL HOSPITALIZED AFTER ACCICENDNT

FILMING TO START SOON ON NEW DISNEY / SAR FILM PRODUCTION

By Etidor
By Edidor

Red Cooper, the Sargent of arms isstill re-hooperating after the tragic accident that occurred at the
last meeting. Red, while putting a new streemer on
the chapter flag, realized it was one too many when
the pole snapped with the weight and fell on top of
him.

Filming will start soon on the new
project according to production assistant, Snarls Weeger. Snarls says
that the idea came after the xtreme
success of both the “Hamilton” stage
show, and the aminated movie
“Frozen”.
The new show will be combination of the two previous successes presented as a musical tap-dance extravaganza about the Arron—Hamilton duel from the
less often told side of the living member of that scene. Director and co-star Snarls, says the title of the
sure-to-be hit has not been decided just yet, but he is
rooting for his suggestion,

GENURAL WARSHINGTOWN’S “SEAL
RING” STOLEN FROM MUSEAUM

“Brrrrrrrrr……….!”

By Rover Corespondent

Prize possession of the
Society, this valuable antique and keepsake was
pilfered from the museum
in
Louisville,
(pronounce Louisville).
No clues at this time who
dun-it.

WANT ADS
Lost: Coon skin cap. Seeking new animal
to keep my head warm at night. Dan B.

TRAVELING TRUNK LAST SEEN
IN DENVER

To Whom it may concern: We are cold and
hungry out here. G. Warshington

By Edwior

Need Horse reshod after long night: P. Rev.

Missing since tha last showing at the Cumming
Grayhound stop & Histeric Bell Center, chief investigator Frankl Sparke believes it was mistakenly hoisted abord the bus by the attendant. If
found by the bus line, Frankl will determin if we
can afford to get it back, or simply steal some
more stuff and create a new one.

“Friends of Tarelton” Society seeking new
menbers. Must agree to meet in secret.
(S.C. chapter meeting postponed…….again)
http://

Lightening problems?
Call B. F. For the
www.usmarshals.gov/
history/badges/02.jpg
latest solution to your electrical problems
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Join up and see the world: Talk to army recruitment Offcifer Charlie Cornhollis, Yorktown recruitmen center

THIS DAY IN HISTORY
OBITUARIES FROM 1777

Today, 1777
Politician and sometimes irritant, Butoon.
Gwinnette was killed in an Macintosh related
accident the other day. His political pull from
the grave however, is still strong, as his
friends in high places are planning to name a
new Georgia countee after him. SRA Groups
in the area are already planning to enstall a
Chapter there once the country has been established. Sources near the White House
have confrumed that the area will be soon
named ………….“Button County”.
ADDITONAL MARDSHELL AND OTHER
COPPER REPORTS REPORTS
By the one who wrote it

By ….

Jerry Paidge and Thumb Dabis were detained and arrested and r bein held without bail when they were once again
caught in the act of “Grave Marking”.

The Marred Shell

NOT

This publication is
the newsletter for
the Robert Forsyth Chapter of the Georgia Society of the Sons of the American Revolution. That
publication is printed 4 times per year and is distributed to anyone willing to take a copy.
All names in this issue have been changed to
protect the guilty. If you were not parodied in
this issue, too bad. If you were, hopfuly you will
take it as meant.
A Joke…..Get it???
Their meetings are held on the second Tuesday
of each month somewhere. Hopefully where no
one gets food poisoning.
Prospective members are always welcome if you
have the money to bribe any of the chapter officers.
Deadline for the Next Issue:

AFTER LLONG DISPUTE, HEADLESS HORSEMAN’S DESCENDENT BECOMES A MEMBER
Peeder Starboard has been fighting for years
to prove his ancester was not a Heshun, but a
patriot. Deeder lacked proof, until recently,
that he was even in the country leagally.

Tweeder insists that a private aregument between his family and Washingstone Irwin
caused that famed writer to take “unjust liberties with my family’s stories” and depicted
his ancestor as on the other side, willing to
do anything to scare little American kids evry
Halloween.
Recent documents uncovered in a vault in
Louisville, KY (pronounced Louisville) show
that Peeter’s ancestor did die from a cannon
ball strike to the noggin, when he stood up to
look out over the rampants to see if the enemy was still there.
sPeeder was installed as a member by acting
Pres. Fred Reagler.

yesterday
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